Microsoft Dynamics GP 2016
Features, Updates
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As Microsoft moves its brand toward the cloud Dynamics GP is set to become a fully-enabled cloud app. The HTML5 Web Client is changing the game for mobile and cloud users, delivering improved cloud access across devices, operating systems and web browsers.
Let’s look closely at some Microsoft Dynamics GP 2016 new features and functionality...
HTML5 Web Client

- Support for Multi-browser (IE, Chrome, Safari, Edge)
- Support for Multi-device (Windows, iPad, Android)
- New controls created for HTML client
- UI changes
- Window Search
You can create a new SmartList from a favorite using Designer. User doesn’t have to remove all extra columns from the default SmartList.
Have you tried a Microsoft Dynamics GP 2016 Demo with the HTML5 Web Client?

Click for Trial
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User will be able to export and import SmartList definitions created with SmartList Designer from one install to another.
New part on Home Page to display Power BI Reports
Click on the report to take you out to your Power BI site
Sales All-in-One View

View all related sales documents for a single transaction in one window. Accessible from Customer Maintenance, many sales inquiry windows, navigation lists and the homepage.
View quantity-in and quantity-out transactions for one item, in one window. Access many item inquiry windows, navigation lists and the homepage from Item Maintenance Window.
Email notifications can be sent to the new approver for:

- Delegation
- Escalation
- Alternate Approval
Need customized Microsoft Dynamics GP functionality?

See GP Add-on Apps
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Budget Exception Report

When importing a budget from Excel, an exception report will print displaying accounts that aren’t setup in Dynamics GP
Excel Numbers Exported as Numbers

Numbers exported from Excel will be formatted as a number, not text.
**goERPcloud** is the first on-demand Microsoft Dynamics Cloud Marketplace that allows you to test drive different flavors of Microsoft Dynamics AX, GP, NAV and CRM with preconfigured 3rd party ISV applications. goERPcloud boasts a robust ecosystem of Microsoft Dynamics Partners, helping businesses find the cloud-based software solutions that best fit their current and future business needs. Since 2000 RoseASP.com, the power behind goERPcloud, has provided hosted Microsoft Dynamics ERP and CRM applications to businesses around the world.
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